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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF A FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Gürel, Cahit
M.S., Mechatronics Engineering Department
Supervisor: Prof.Dr. Abdulkadir Erden
July 2011, 68 pages

Importance of face recognition systems have speed up in the last few decades. A face
recognition system is one of the biometric information processing. Applicability is
easier and working range is larger than other biometric information processing, i.e.;
fingerprint, iris scanning, signature, etc. A face recognition system is designed,
implemented and tested in this thesis study. The system utilizes a combination of
techniques in two topics; face detection and recognition. The face detection is
performed on live acquired images without any application field in mind. Processes
utilized in the system are white balance correction, skin like region segmentation,
facial feature extraction and face image extraction on a face candidate. Then a face
classification method that uses FeedForward Neural Network is integrated in the
system. The system is tested with a database generated in the laboratory, with 26
people. The tested system has acceptable performance to recognize faces within
intended limits. System also capable of detecting and recognizing multiple faces in
live acquired images.
Keywords: Face recognition system, detection, recognition, skin segmentation, facial
feature extraction, FeedForward Neural Network, live acquired image, multiple face
detection and recognition
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ÖZ
BİR YÜZ TANIMA SİSTEMİNİN GELİŞTİRİLMESİ
Gürel, Cahit
Yüksek Lisans, Mekatronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof.Dr. Abdulkadir Erden
Temmuz 2011, 68 sayfa

Son bir kaç on yıl içerisinde yüz tanıma sistemlerinin önemi artmıştır. Yüz tanıma
sistemi biyometrik bilgi işleme sistemlerinden biri olup uygulanabilirliği daha kolay
ve çalışma alanı diğer biometrik bilgi işlemeye göre daha geniştir. Parmak izi, retina
taraması, imza ve benzeri bilgiler biometrik bilgiye örnektir. Bu tez çalışmasında bir
yüz tanıma sistemi tasarlanmış, uygulamış ve test edilmiştir. Sistem yüz bulma ve
tanıma konularının birleşiminden oluşmuştur. Yüz bulma operasyonu daha önceden
belirlenmemiş ve canlı olarak çekilmiş görüntülerden yapılmaktadır. Sistemin
çalışma aşamaları beyaz dengesini düzenlemek, ten rengi bölgelerin segmentasyonu,
yüz adayından yüz özelliklerinin çıkarılması ve yüz görüntüsünün elde edilmesidir.
Devamında da İleri Beslemeli Sinir Ağının sisteme entegre edilmesi ile yüz
görüntülerinin sınıflandırılması yapılmıştır. Sistem, laboratuvar ortamında yapılan 26
kişilik veritabanı ile test edilmiştir. Belirlenmiş sınırlar çerçevesinde test edilmiş ve
kabuledilebilir performansta yüzleri tanımıştır. Sistem aynı zamanda yakalanan canlı
görüntüdeki birden fazla yüzü bulabilir ve tanıyabilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Yüz tanıma sistemi, bulma, tanıma, ten rengi segmentasyonu,
yüz özellikleri çıkarılması, İleri Beslemeli Sinir Ağı, canlı çekilen görüntü, çoklu yüz
bulma ve tanıma
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition systems are part of facial image processing applications and their
significance as a research area are increasing recently. They use biometric
information of the humans and are applicable easily instead of fingerprint, iris,
signature etc., because these types of biometrics are not much suitable for noncollaborative people. Face recognition systems are usually applied and preferred for
people and security cameras in metropolitan life. These systems can be used for
crime prevention, video surveillance, person verification, and similar security
activities.
Face recognition system is a complex image-processing problem in real world
applications with complex effects of illumination, occlusion, and imaging condition
on the live images. It is a combination of face detection and recognition techniques
in image analyzes. Detection application is used to find position of the faces in a
given image. Recognition algorithm is used to classify given images with known
structured properties, which are used commonly in most of the computer vision
applications. These images have some known properties like; same resolution,
including same facial feature components, and similar eye alignment. These images
will be refered as “standard image” in the further sections. Recognition applications
uses standard images, and detection algorithms detect the faces and extract face
images which include eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. That makes the algorithm
more complicated than single detection or recognition algorithm. The first step for
face recognition system is to acquire an image from a camera. Second step is face
detection from the acquired image. As a third step, face recognition that takes the
face images from output of detection part. Final step is person identity as a result of
recognition part. An illustration of the steps for the face recognition system is given
in Figure 1.
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Acquiring images to computer from camera and computational medium
(environment) via frame grabber is the first step in face recognition system
applications. The input image, in the form of digital data, is sent to face detection
algorithm part of a software for extracting each face in the image. Many methods are
available for detecting faces in the images in the literature [1 - 29]. The available
methods could be classified into two main groups as; knowledge-based [1 - 15] and
appearance-based [16 - 29] methods. Briefly, knowledge-based methods are derived
from human knowledge for features that makes a face. Appearance-based methods
are derived from training and/or learning methods to find faces. The details about the
methods will be summarized in the next chapter.

Acquire Image

Face
Detection

Face
Recognition

Person
Identity

Figure 1 Steps of Face Recognition System Applications
After faces are detected, the faces should be recognized to identify the persons in the
face images. In the literature, most of the methods used images from an available
face library, which is made of standard images [30 - 47]. After faces are detected,
standard images should be created with some methods. While the standard images
are created, the faces could be sent to recognition algorithm. In the literature,
methods can be divided into two groups as 2D and 3D based methods. In 2D
methods, 2D images are used as input and some learning/training methods are used
to classify the identification of people [30 - 43]. In 3D methods, the threedimensional data of face are used as an input for recognition. Different approaches
are used for recognition, i.e. using corresponding point measure, average half face,
and 3D geometric measure [44 - 47]. Details about the methods will be explained in
the next section.
Methods for face detection and recognition systems can be affected by pose,
presence or absence of structural components, facial expression, occlusion, image
orientation, imaging conditions, and time delay (for recognition). Available
applications developed by researchers can usually handle one or two effects only,
therefore they have limited capabilities with focus on some well-structured
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application. A robust face recognition system is difficult to develop which works
under all conditions with a wide scope of effect.
1.1. Statement of The Problem
Main problem of thesis is to design and implement a face recognition system in the
Robot Vision Laboratory of the Department of Mechatronics Engineering at the
Atılım University. The system should detect faces in live acquired images inside the
laboratory, and detected faces should be recognized. This system will be integrated
to projects of guide robot, guard robot, office robot, etc. Later on, this thesis will be
part of humanoid robot project.
1.2. Scope and Outline of Thesis
Scope of the thesis is stated as follows:
•

Face recognition system will detect, extract and recognize frontal faces from
acquired live images in laboratory environment.

•

System should work under changing lighting conditions in the laboratory.

•

System should recognize 50 people at least.

•

System should not extract faces if they use sunglasses.

•

System will not detect profile and non-frontal face images.

Outline of thesis is stated as followes:
•

Chapter 2 introduces face detection, face recognition, and face recognition
system applications that exist in literature.

•

Chapter 3 describes theory of face recognition system that is based on
problem statement of thesis.

•

Chapter 4 summarizes the experiments performed and their results using the
face recognition system.

•

Chapter 5 discusses and concludes thesis.

•

Chapter 6 gives some future works on the thesis topic.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
Although face recognition systems are known for decades, there are many active
research work on the topic. The subject can be divided into three parts;
1. Detection
2. Recognition
3. Detection & Recognition
Face detection is the first step of face recognition system. Output of the detection can
be location of face region as a whole, and location of face region with facial features
(i.e. eyes, mouth, eyebrow, nose etc.). Detection methods in the literature are
difficult to classify strictly, because most of the algorithms are combination of
methods for detecting faces to increase the accuracy. Mainly, detection can be
classified into two groups as Knowledge-Based Methods and Image-Based Methods.
The methods for detection are given in Figure 2.
Knowledge-Based methods use information about Facial Features, Skin Color or
Template Matching. Facial Features are used to find eyes, mouth, nose or other facial
features to detect the human faces. Skin color is different from other colors and
unique, and its characteristics do not change with respect to changes in pose and
occlusion. Skin color is modeled in each color spaces like RGB (Red-Green-Blue),
YCbCr (Luminance-Blue Difference Chroma-Red Difference Chroma), HSV (HueSaturation-Value), YUV (Luminance-Blue Luminance Difference-Red Luminance
Difference), and in statistical models. Face has a unique pattern to differentiate from
other objects and hence a template can be generated to scan and detect faces.
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Facial features are important information for human faces and standard images can
be generated using these information. In literature, many detection algorithms based
on facial features are available [1 - 6].
Facial	
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[1	
  -‐	
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Figure 2 Methods for Face Detection
Zhi-fang et al. [1] detect faces and facial features by extraction of skin like region
with YCbCr color space and edges are detected in the skin like region. Then, eyes
are found with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the edged region. Finally,
Mouth is found based on geometrical information. Another approach extracts skin
like region with Normalized RGB color space and face is verified by template
matching. To find eyes, eyebrows and mouth, color snakes are applied to verified
face image [2]. Ruan and Yin [3] segment skin regions in YCbCr color space and
faces are verified with Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM). For final verification
of face, eyes and mouth are found with the information of Cb and Cr difference. For
eye region Cb value is greater than Cr value and for mouth region Cr value is greater
than Cb value. Another application segments skin like regions with statistical model.
Statistical model is made from skin color values in Cb and Cr channel in YCbCr
5

color space. Then, face candidates are chosen with respect to rectangular ratio of
segmented region. Finally, the candidates are verified with eye & mouth map [4].
Also, RGB color space can be used to segment skin like region and skin color like
region is extracted to be face candidate. Candidate is verified by finding facial
features. Eyes and mouth are found based on isosceles triangle property. Two eyes
and one mouth create an isosceles triangle and also distance between two eyes and
distance from mid-point of eyes to mouth are equal. After eyes and mouth is found,
FeedForward Neural Network (FFNN) is used for final verification of face candidate
[5]. Bebar et al. [6] segment with YCbCr color space and eyes & mouth are found on
the combination of segmented image and edged image. For final verification,
horizontal and vertical profiles of the images are used to verify the position of the
eyes and mouth. All the methods are using firstly skin segmentation to eliminate
non-face objects in the images to save computational time.
Skin color is one of the most significant features of human face. Skin color can be
modeled with parameterized or non parameterized methods. Skin color region can be
identified in terms of threshold region, elliptical modeling, statistical modeling (i.e.
Gaussian Modeling), or Neural Network. Skin color is described in all color spaces
like RGB, YCbCr, and HSV. RGB is sensitive to light changes but YCbCr and HSV
are not sensitive to light changes. The reason is that these two color spaces have
separate intensity and color channel. In literature many algorithms based on skin
color available [7 - 13]. Kherchaoui and Houacine [7] modeled skin color using
Gaussian Distribution Model with Cb and Cr channel in YCbCr color space. Then
skin like region is chosen as a face candidate with respect to the bounding box ratio
of the region and candidates are verified with template matching. Another method
preprocesses the given image to remove background part as a first step. It is done by
applying edge detection on the Y component of YCbCr color space. Then, the closed
region is filled to take it as foreground part. After that, skin segmentation is done on
YCrCb color space with conditions. The segmented parts are taken as candidate and
verification is done by calculating the entropy of the candidate image and use
thresholding to verify face candidate [8]. Qiang-rong and Hua-lan [9] applied white
balance correction before detecting faces. The color value is important for
segmentation, so while acquiring the image colors may reflect false color. To
overcome this, white balance correction should be done as a first step. Then, skin
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color like regions are segmented using elliptical model in YCbCr. After skin regions
are found, they combined with edged images to grayscale image. Finally, the
combined regions are verified as face by checking bounding box ratio and area inside
the bounding box. Another application segments skin like region with threshold
value in Cb, Cr, Normalized r and Normalized g. Then candidate for face is chosen
with respect to bounding box ratio, ratio of area inside and area bounding box, and
minimum area of the region. After candidates are found, then AdaBoosting method is
applied to find face candidates. The verification is done with combining both results
from skin like region and AdaBoosting [10]. Also, skin color can be modeled in
elliptical region in Cb and Cr channel in YCbCr color space. Skin like region is
segmented if the color value is inside elliptic region and candidate regions are
verified using template matching [11]. Peer et al. [12] detect faces using only skin
segmentation in YCbCr color space and researchers generate the skin color
conditions in RGB color space as well. Another approach for skin color modeling is
done by Self Organizing Map (SOM) Neural Network (NN). After skin segmentation
is applied, each segment is taken as candidate and verified if they can fit into elliptic
region or not [13].
Another significant information about the human face detection is pattern of human
face. Template matching can be applied over window scanning technique or
segmented region. Scanning technique is applied with small size window like 20x20
or 30x30 pixel window. This approach scans all over the original image, and then
decreases the image size with some iteration suitable to re-scanning. Decreasing the
size is important to locate the large or medium size faces. However, this requires
excessive computational time to locate faces. Template matching in segmented
region reqiures much less computational time than scanning, because it only
considers the matching of segmented part. In literature many applications are
available by using template matching, i.e., [14], [15]. Chen et al. [14], use half-face
template, instead of full-face template. This method decreases computational time.
And this half-face can be adopted to face orientations. Another approach uses
abstract templates, that are not image like but composed of some parameters (i.e.
size, shape, color, and position). Skin like regions are segmented with respect to
YCbCr color space. Then, eye and eye pair abstract templates are applied to the
segmented region. First templates locate the region of eyes and second templates
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locate the each eye. Second template also determines the orientation of eyes. Then
Texture template is applied to verify the face candidate region [15].
Image-Based methods use training/learning methods to make comparison between
face and non-face images. For these methods, large number of images of face and
non-face should be trained to increase the accuracy of the system. AdaBoost [16],
EigenFace [17 - 19], Neural Networks [20 - 25] and Support Vector Machines [26 29] are kind of methods that are used commonly in face detection algorithms. Face
and non-face images are described in terms of wavelet feature in AdaBoost method.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to generate the feature vector of face
and non-face image in EigenFace method. Also, PCA is used to compress the given
information vector. Kernel function is created to describe face and non-face images
in Support Vector Machines (SVM). Face and non-face images are also classified by
artificial neuron structure in Neural Networks (NN).
AdaBoost is an algorithm that constructs strong classifier from weak classifiers. Face
candidates are found by applying AdaBoost algorithm. Then, verification is done
with Cascade Classifier. This algorithm can handle of faces; left, left+45,front, and
right+45, right pose [16].
As mentioned above PCA is used to generate feature vector of face and non-face
images in EigenFace method. Window scanning technique and segment-based
analysis can be used for this purpose. EigenFace applications are available in
literature [17 - 19]. Wang and Yang [17] apply template matching to find face
candidates. Then, 2D PCA is used to extract the feature vector. The image matrix is
directly given to the 2D PCA instead of vector. That decreases computational time
for calculating covariance matrix. After PCA is applied, Minimal Distance Classifier
is used to classify the PCA data for both face or non-face cases. Another algorithm
uses PCA and NN. PCA is applied to the given image to extract the face candidates
at first. Then, candidate images are classified with NN to eliminate non-face images.
Last face candidates are verified with geometrical distribution of edges in the face
regions [18]. Also, PCA and AdaBoost applications are applied with window
scanning technique. First PCA is applied, that resultant feature vector is used to input
of AdaBoost method. Strong classifier is generated from PCA feature vectors for
AdaBoost method [19].
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Neural Networks (NNs) are good at pattern recognition and classification problem,
while face and non-face images are two classes in face detection. Again window
scanning technique or segment-based implementation can be used to classify the
images. Many types of NN used for detection problem i.e., Perceptron,
BackPropagation NN, Probabilistic NN, Radial Basis NN, Self Organizing
Competitive NN [20 - 25]. Anijiantis et al. [20] apply image preprocessing seeding
the NN, and then two-layer perceptron is used to determine whether this input is face
or non-face. Window scanning technique is used to detect faces. Anagnostopoulos et
al. [21] segments skin like region with Fuzzy Logic in RGB color space and
segmented regions are sent to Probabilistic NN to verify the face region. Another
approach extract skin like regions in YUV color space to decrease computational
time with respect to window scanning technique. Then, segmented regions are sent to
BackPropagation (BP) NN to generate face candidates. Finally, face candidates are
verified with Bayesian Decision [22]. Skin like region segmentation with YCbCr is
applied. Then, feature vector is generated on segmented region by wavelet invariant
moment. Then, feature vector is classified via Self Organizing Competitive NN. This
algorithm can detect frontal and profile faces up to 20 fps video images [23]. Also,
HSV color space can be used to segment skin like region and feature vector of
segment is calculated with 2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Finally, BPNN is
used to classify the feature vectors that belong to skin like regions [24]. On the other
hand only using Radial Basis Neural Network (RBNN) can be used to detect faces
with scanning technique [25].
For last method of image-based approach is the Support Vector Machines (SVM).
SVM is trained with face and non-face images to construct a kernel function which
classify the face and non-face images. Some of the implementation of SVM is
published in [26 - 29]. A Different approach is applied to find face candidates in
[26]. The face candidate is found by generalized symmetry based on the location of
eyes. Finally, face candidate is validated/classified with SVM. Also, SVM can be
applied to detect faces with scanning technique [27]. Jee et al. [28] apply skin like
region segmentation based on YCbCr and eye candidate are found with edge
information inside the region. Then, eyes are verified using SVM. After verification,
face candidate are extracted with respect to eye position. As a final verification, face
candidate is sent to SVM for verification. Another approach for SVM is using one
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class based SVM. Instead of generating two classes that are face and non-face, only
face class is generated. Since, it is difficult to model the non-face images [29].
The face detection performance is investigated but each algorithm use either their
own library images or face detection database images. Because of that performance
comparison between the algorithms is difficult and best algorithm can not be
decided.
For face recognition system, the other part is recognition part. The recognition can be
achieved with 2D or 3D image data, they both have advantages and disadvantages.
2D image data can be obtained easily and less expensive than 3D. On the other hand,
2D images are sensitive to light changes but 3D images are not. With 3D images,
surface of the face can easily modeled but 2D images does not contain the depth
data. Also, face recognition algorithms are performed over the face libraries. These
libraries are made with standard face images, so the face recognition system should
deal with this problem. The methods for face recognition are given in Figure 3. Face
recognition is a pattern recognition problem, so training/learning algorithm should be
used to make comparison between the faces. For 2D recognition, Linear/Nonlinear
Projection methods and Neural Networks are used. Linear/Nonlinear Projection
methods are PCA, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Gabor Wavelet, and
Spectral Feature Analysis [30 - 35]. Neural Network approaches are Wavelet NN,
BPNN, RBNN, FFNN, and Multi Layer Cluster NN [36 - 43]. For 3D recognition
application, Corresponding Point Measure, Average Half Face and 3D Geometric
Measure are used [44 - 47].
2D Linear/Nonlinear Projection methods generate feature vector for each person,
then classify the input person inside the database. Generating feature vector also has
importance to reduce dimension of the input images. One approach applies image
enhancement to suppress the bad lighting condition before recognition process.
Image enhancements are known as logarithm transform and normalization. Then,
feature extraction is done with Gabor Wavelets. Finally, using Fisher Face, input
face is classified [30]. Song et al. [31] apply a different approach on image
preprocessing/enhancement. For preprocessing before feature extraction, calculates
the illumination difference between right and left part of face. If there is a large
amount of difference than take the mirror of average illuminated part. After face
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image is preprocessed, feature extraction is done with PCA. Classification of feature
vector is completed with Euclidian Distance. Other implementation uses Layered
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to classify faces, and the benefit of Layered
LDA is using small sample size database [32]. Also, using Spectral Feature Analysis
can reduce the sample size in database [33]. Extending the feature extraction can
improve the performance of the system i.e. applying Gabor wavelet, PCA and then,
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) on face image. Afer feature extraction is
applied, then cosine similarity measures and the nearest neighbor classification rule
is used to recognize [34]. Another approach for input vector uses facial distance.
Dimension reduction is performed with PCA and classification is achieved with NN
[35].
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Figure 3 Methods for Face Recognition
Since face recognition is a kind of pattern recognition problem, neural networks are
good at pattern recognition and can be capable of distinguish faces even for the large
number of faces in a database. Faces can be sent to NN as a vectored matrix image or
feature-extracted image. The feature-extracted algorithm can have more performance
because of using small dimension vector. Wavelet NN, BPNN, RBNN, FFNN, and
Multi Layer Cluster NN are used in literature. Wavelet NN uses transfer function
which is made from wavelet function series and this series avoids the blindness in
structure design of BPNN [36]. On the other hand, instead of using grayscale images,
color images can be used as input to the BPNN. R, G, B channels are inputs together
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and network feed with color information for easy discrimination [37]. Researchers
also work on effects on using different type of networks and feature extractors. As
network, BPNN, RBNN, and Multilayer Cluster NN used and as feature extractor,
Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete Radon Transform, DCT, PCA. The best
performance is reported as the combination of BPNN with DCT [38]. Rida and Dr
BoukelifAoued [39] implement FFNN with Log Sigmoid transfer function network
to classify the given faces. Fast ICA used as feature extractor and RBNN used as
classifier [40], and only RBNN is used to classify the input images [41]. Also,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used as feature extractor in BPNN [42].
Another type of image enhancement application is using the Laplacian of Gaussian
filter, then applying SVD to filtered image to get the feature vector. Finally, face
image is classified by using FFNN [43].
3D face recognition methods use 3D data of face, which is composed of cloud of
points. One implementation uses iterative closest point to align face. Then, as image
enhancement, noises are reduced and spikes are removed. The nose tip detected and
a sphere is cropped with origin of nose tip. This sphere is feature of the face. Then,
using Corresponding Point Direction Measure the given face is classified [44].
Different approaches use half face instead of full face. The average half face is
generated with Symmetry Preserving SVD. Then, feature extraction is completed
with PCA and classification is achieved with Nearest Neighbor Classification [45].
Elyan and Ugail [46] applied input as facial profiles. Central Symmetry Profile and
Cheek Profile are extracted for faces and Fourier Coefficients are found to generate
feature extraction. Finally, Similarity Measure is applied to classify the faces. The
geometric information about facial features is used in [47]. Nose, eyes and mouth are
found and 3D geometric measurements are applied. The measurements are straightline Euclidean distance, curvature distance, area, angle, and volume. The
classification is based on Similarity Measure.
Face recognition techniques are described in previous paragraphs. Selection of the
best algorithm can not be done because of non standard face libraries and non
universal face databases. Also, detection and recognition method can be affected by
illumination changes, pose changes, occlusion, and facial expression. All methods
can not handle all effects in the same algorithm. So, it is difficult to design an
algorithm that handles all effects.
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Our problem is to design a face recognition system which find faces in the images
and extract faces. Then, extracted face should be recognized. In literature some
methods are available on this problem and combinations of methods are used [48 54]. Lee and Liang [48] found first eyes and lip with AdaBoost method. Then,
feature vector created based on eye, lip and nose region pixel values, and distance
between facial features. The feature vector dimension is decreased with PCA and
LDA. The classifier is done with RBNN. Embedded Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
method is used both finding and classifying the faces [49]. In another work, detection
and classification is done with NN, and feature extraction is performed with taking
the Fast Fourier Transform of detected images [50]. Also, polynomial NN is used to
detect faces and pseudo 2D HMM is used to classify faces [51]. Another
implementation segments skin like regions with RGB, and then segmented parts are
verified with template matching. Detected faces are feature extracted with PCA and
classification is done with similarity measure [52]. Zhang [53] segments skin like
regions and face candidates are found with face symmetry verification. Then, eye
template is used to determine the rotation of face. Then, with Haar Wavelet Feature,
Gradient Based Directional Feature, and Gradient Based Directional Feature
information are generated the feature vector. Finally, classification of feature vector
is achieved with NN.
Some performance statistics of algorithms are given in Appendix section (App. 1).
Detection/Recognition rates show the performance of correct detection of faces in
the given image or recognition of given face image. Miss rate shows percentage of
missed face in the given image. False rate gives the percentage of wrong detected
face or wrong classified face.
Methods for face recognition system are investigated and possible solutions are
studied extensively. Selected face detection method is skin segmentation and face
candidate is verified with eyes and mouth finding. Then, extracted faces are
classified with FFNN. The detail about the face recognition system will be explained
in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF A FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Research papers on Face recognition systems are studied and state of the current
technology are reviewed and summarized in the previous chapter, results of which
will guide us to design a face recognition system for future humanoid and/or
guide/guard robot. A throughout survey has revealed that various methods and
combination of these methods can be applied in development of a new face
recognition system. Among the many possible approaches, we have decided to use a
combination of knowledge-based methods for face detection part and neural network
approach for face recognition part. The main reason in this selection is their smooth
applicability and reliability issues. Our face recognition system approach is given in
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Figure 4 Face Recognition Approach
3.1. Input Part
Input part is prerequisite for face recognition system. Image acquisition operation is
performed in this part. Live captured images are converted to digital data for
performing image-processing computations. These captured images are sent to face
detection algorithm.
3.2. Face Detection Part
Face detection performs locating and extracting face image operations for face
recognition system. Face detection part algorithm is given in Figure 5.
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Our experiments reveal that skin segmentation, as a first step for face detection,
reduces computational time for searching whole image. While segmentation is
applied, only segmented region is searched weather the segment includes any face or
not.
Skin
Segmentation

AND

Acquired
Image

White Balance
Correction
Skin
Segmentation

Facial Feature
Extraction

Face Candidate
Search

Morphological
Operations

Extracting Face Image Based
on Facial Feature
Figure 5 Algorithm of Face Detection Part
For this reason, skin segmentation is applied as a first step of detection part. RGB
color space is used to describe skin like color [12], and also other color spaces are
examined for skin like colors, i.e. HSV&YCbCr [54], HSV [55], and
RGB&YCbCr&HSV [56]. However, best results give RGB color space skin
segmentation. The results of skin segmentation on different color spaces are given in
the next chapter. Skin color like pixel conditions are given below [12]:
•

r>95

•

|r-g|>15

•

g>40

•

r>g

•

b>20

•

r>b

•

max(r,g,b)-min(r,g,b)>15

“r”, “g”, and “b” parameters are red, green and blue channel values of pixel. If these
seven conditions are satisfied, then pixel is said to be skin color and binary image is
created from satisfied pixels.
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White balance of images differs due to change in lighting conditions of the
environment while acquiring image. This situation creates non-skin objects that
belong to skin objects. Therefore, white balance of the acquired image should be
corrected before segmenting it. The implemented white balance algorithm is given
below [57]:
•

Calculate average value of red channel (Rav), green channel (Gav), and blue
channel (Bav)

•

Calculate average gray Grayav=(Rav+Gav+Bav)/3

•

Then, KR=Grayav/Rav, KG=Grayav/Gav, and KB=Grayav/Bav

•

Generate

new

image

(NewI)

from

original

image

(OrjI)

by

New(R)=KR*Orj(R), New(G)=KG*Orj(G), and New(B)=KB*Orj(B)
White balance algorithm, as a brief, makes image hotter if image is cold, and makes
colder if image is hot. If image appears as blue, then image is called as cold. If image
appears as red or orange, then image is called as hot. Lighting conditions in the
capture area are always changing, due to change in sunlight direction, indoor
lighting, and other light reflections. Generally, taken pictures are hotter than they
should be. Figure 6 shows hotter image that is taken in capture area and skin color
segmentation to hotter image, and white balance corrected image.
If the image is not balanced, then some part of the wall will be taken as skin color as
in Figure 6. Under some lighting conditions, acquired image can be colder. Then, the
colder image will be balanced to hotter image.
On the contrary, this process will generate unwanted skin color like regions. To get
rid of this problem and create final skin image, logical “and operation” is applied on
both segmented original image and white balance corrected. This operation will
eliminate change of color value due to change of lighting condition. Also, bad results
of segmentation on uncorrected image and good results on corrected image are given
in Figure 7. In uncorrected image, distinguishing of face part is hard and face part
seems to be part of background.
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a.) Original Image (OI)

b.) Skin Segmentation on OI

c.) White Balance Correction on OI (WBI)

d.) Skin Segmentation on WBI

Figure 6 Example of taken/white balance corrected image and skin color
segmentation
After “and operation” is applied on segmented images, some morphological
operations are applied on final skin image to search face candidate. Noisy like small
regions, that are less than 100 pixel square area, are eliminated. Then, morphological
closing operation is applied to merge gaps with 3-by-3 square structure. Applying
dilation operation and then applying erosion operation are considered as closing
operation. After these two morphological operations, face candidate regions can be
determined. To select candidate, each 1’s are labeled. On each label two conditions
are concerned to be face candidate. First condition is ratio of bounding box, which
covers the label. The ratio of bounding box, width over height, should lie between
0.3 and 1.5. The limits determined experimentally. Lower limit is taken to be as low
as possible, to get facial part that include neck or some part of chest. Other condition
is to cover some gaps inside the region. This property will distinguish face from
other body part, i.e. hand. Segmentation on hand will have no gap which make
different from face.
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Figure 7 Results of Segmentation on Uncorrected (Left) and Corrected Image
(Right)
Based on these conditions, face candidates are extracted from input image with
modified bounding box from original bounding box. As it is mentioned, with
lowering the bounding box limit, chest or neck could be included in the candidate,
though chest or neck should be discarded. The height of bounding box modified as
1.28 times bigger than width of bounding box because width of face candidate does
not change if candidate includes chest/neck or not. This modification value have
been determined experimentally. After this modification, new bounding box covers
only face. These face candidates will be sent to facial feature extraction part to
validate the candidates.
Face candidates are found after white balance correction, skin like color detection,
morphological operation, and face candidate searching. For final verification of
candidate and face image extraction, facial feature extraction is applied. Facial
feature is one of the most significant features of face. Facial features are eyebrows,
eyes, mouth, nose, nose tip, cheek, etc. If some of the features can be found in the
candidate, then the candidate will be considered as face. Two eyes and mouth
generate isosceles triangle, and distance between eye to eye and mid point of eyes
distance to mouth is equal [5]. On the other hand, candidate facial feature should be
extracted from face candidate image, because it is difficult to determine the features.
Some filtering operations are applied to extract feature candidates and steps are listed
below:
•

Laplacian of Gaussian Filter on Red channel of candidate

•

Contrast correction to improve visibility of filter result

•

Average filtering to eliminate small noises
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•

Converting to binary image

•

Removing small noises from binary images

Instead of Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) Filter, binary thresholding is applied in
previous application. Binary thresholding is sensitive to lighting. If shadow appears
on some part of the face, some facial feature components can be eliminated. In some
trials, left eye has eliminated due to shadowing on left part of face. Also, beard on
face can eliminate mouth while thresholding. Due to these problems, Sobel edge
detection method is tried to eliminate thresholding problem. Edge detection can
reveal facial components better than thresholding and not sensitive to light change or
shadows. On the other hand, edge detection gives higher response than LoG, and eye
part is not clear as LoG result. Due to this reasons, LoG filter is used to extract facial
features.
Result of some filtering operations on face candidate and face candidate is given in
Figure 8.

a.) Face Candidate Image

b.) Face Image After Filtering

Figure 8 Result of filtering operations on face candidate
Figure 8 shows that, facial features can be selected easily. Eyes, mouth line can be
selected and with some operations, it may be feasible for computers as well. After
obtaining filtered image, labeling operation is applied to determine which labels are
possible to be facial features. Then, filtered image is divided into three regions which
is illustrated in Figure 9.
In Figure 9, R denotes right region, L denotes left region, and D denotes down region
of face. Criteria checking are applied on each label to determine left and right eyes.
Criteria are listed below:
1. Width denotes width of face candidate image and height denotes height of
face candidate image
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2. y position of left/right eye should be less than 0.5*height
3. x position of right eye should be in region of 0.125*width to 0.405*width
4. x position of left eye should be in region of 0.585*width to 0.875*width
5. Area should be greater than 100 pixel square
6. Bounding Box ratio of label should be in the region of 1.2 to 4

Figure 9 Regions of Filtered Image
If a label is in region R and satisfies criteria 2,3,5 and 6, then it is said to be
candidate to right eye. Yellow label is a right eye candidate (Figure 9). If a label is in
region L and satisfies 2,4,5 and 6, then it is said to be candidate to left eye. Green
label is a left eye candidate (Figure 9). A right eye candidate is said to be right eye if
its distance to center point of image is minimum in all right eye candidates. Also, a
left eye candidate is said to be left eye if its distance to center point of image is
minimum in all left eye candidates. Left and right eye are mostly found correctly but
sometimes bottom eyelid is found falsely. If left and right eyes are detected, then
mouth finding application can be applied.
Each label inside down region chooses as mouth candidate and candidate property
vector is calculated. Euclidian distance of right eye to mouth candidate (rightdistance) and Euclidian distance of left eye to mouth candidate (left-distance) are
calculated. Also, Euclidian distance between two eyes (eye-distance) and Euclidian
distance between mid point of eyes to mouth candidate (center-distance) are
calculated. Then, property vector is created by using the distances. Property vector:
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•

Label number of the mouth candidate

•

Absolute difference between left-distance and right-distance (error1)

•

Absolute difference between eye-distance and center-distance (error2)

•

Summation of error1 and error2 (error-sum)

If error1 and error2 are smaller than 0.25*eye-distance, then candidate is possibly a
mouth. Minimum error-sum inside possible mouths is considered as mouth. Required
facial features are found which are right eye, left eye and mouth. Face image can be
extracted which covers two eyes and mouth. Face covering is created with a
rectangle in which corner positions are;
•

Right up corner: 0.3*eye-distance up and left from right eye label centroid,

•

Left up corner: 0.3*eye-distance up and right from left eye label centroid,

•

Right down corner: 0.3*eye-distance from left from right eye label centroid
and down from mouth label centroid,

•

Left down corner: 0.3*eye-distance from right from left eye label centroid
and down from mouth label centroid,

After face cover corner points are calculated, face image can be extracted. Facial
feature extraction, covering and face image extraction are given in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Facial Feature Extractions (Left) and Face Image (Right) for the author
Up to here, face detection part is completed, and face images are found in the
acquired images. This algorithm is implemented using MATLAB and tested for more
than hundred images. This algorithm detects not only one face but also more than
one face. Small amount of oriented face are acceptable. Results are satisfactory for
all purpose.
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3.3. Face Recognition Part
Modified face image which is obtained in the Face recognition system, should to be
classified to identify the person in the database. This is face recognition part of a
Face Recognition System. Face recognition part is composed of preprocessing face
image, vectorizing image matrix, database generation, and then classification. The
classification is achieved by using FeedForward Neural Network (FFNN) [39]. Face
recognition part algorithm is given in Figure 11.
Face
Image

Histogram
Equalization

Resize to
30-by-30

Person
Name

Classifier

Vectorize

Figure 11 Algorithm of Face Recognition Part
Before classifying the face image, it should be preprocessed. Preprocessing
operations are histogram equalizing of grayscale face image, resizing to 30-by-30
pixels, and finally vectorizing the matrix image. Histogram equalizing is used for
contrast adjustment. After histogram equalization is applied, input face image is
similar to faces in database. Input face image has a resolution about 110-by-130
pixels which is large for computation of classifier. So, dimension reduction is made
with resizing images to 30-by-30 pixels image to reduce computational time in
classification. After resizing, image matrix should be converted to vector because
classifier does not work with two-dimensional input. Input vector size will be 900by-1 vector to classifier.
Neural Network is used to classify given images. Neural Network is a mathematical
model that is inspired from biological neural network system. Neural network
consists of neurons, weights, inputs and output. A simple neuron model is given in
Figure 12. Inside neuron, summation (∑) and activation function (f) operations are
applied. ‘x’ denotes input of neuron, ‘w’ denotes weight of input, ‘I’ denotes output
of summation operation, and ‘y’ denotes output of neuron or output of activation
function. Equations of I and y is given in Eq.1 and Eq.2. Network structure may be
multi layered (Figure 13).
I = ∑ (x1*w1+x2*w2+…+xn*wn)
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(3.1)

y = f(I)

(3.2)

Neuron
.
.
.

∑

f
I

y

Figure 12 Neuron Model

Figure 13 Multi layer Network structure
Output value range shows a difference with respect to selected activation function.
Common activation functions are threshold, linear and sigmoid functions, and shown
in Figure 14.
y

0

y

∑ x iw i

0

∑ x iw i

Figure 14 Activation Functions (threshold, linear, and sigmoid)
Also, many different type of network structures exist in literature. In classifier,
FeedForward Neural Network (FFNN) is used. FFNN is the simplest structure in the
neural network. Figure 13 is a kind of FFNN. Information flows through input to
output and does not perform any loop or cycle operations. Two-layer with sigmoid
transfer function FeedForward Neural Network is used for classification operation.
This type of network structure is generally used for pattern recognition applications.
System network properties are: input layer has 900 inputs, hidden layer has 41
neurons and output layer has 26 neurons. Output layer has 26 neuron since the
number of people in database is 26.
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After structure is generated, then network should be trained to classify the given
images with respect to face database. Therefore, face database is created before any
tests. A database is created for 26 people with 4 samples for each person. This results
104 training sample. Due to that, 900-by-104 size matrix will be training matrix.
Training matrix vector element is arranged with four groups due to the number of
samples for each person. Though, first 26 vector element belongs to first samples of
26 people, and it continues. Training matrix’s columns are made from preprocessing
image and then vectorizing to face image which generate database. Then, target
matrix is generated to inform network vectors belonging to persons. Target vector is
created with putting ‘1’ with respect to order number of the name in database and
other elements ‘0’ for target vector. Due to vector arrangement of training matrix,
target matrix is combination of 4 horizontally concatenated identity matrix with size
of 26.
After training matrix and target matrix is created, then training of NN can be
performed. Training means that configuring the values of the weight to make best
relationship between training matrix and target matrix. When weights are configured
well, classification of the given new face image will be classified correctly. Back
propagation is used to train the network. Back propagation has two phases, that are
propagation and weight update. In propagation phase, first flowing input through
output to see result. Then, going back output to input with calculating errors for each
weights. After that, weights are updated with respect to their error values. Training
performance and goal errors are set to 1e-17 to classify given image correctly.
When training is completed, network can be used to classify new faces that are fed
from face detection part. The person name selection is based on output of the
network. The row, which has maximum value in output vector, is matched with order
of the people in database and name is printed.
3.4. Output Part
This part is final step of face recognition system. Person name is determined with
respect to output of face recognition. Output vector of neural network is used to
identify person name. The row number which has maximum value is match with
same row number in the database name order.
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3.5. Chapter Summary and Discussion
Face recognition system has four main steps, which are input, detection, recognition
and output. Input performs image acquisition part, which converts live captured
image to digital image data. Detection part composed of white balance correction to
acquired image, skin like region segmentation, facial feature extraction, and face
image extraction. White balance correction is an important step to eliminate color
chages of acquired imade due to illumination conditions change. Skin like region
segmentation performance can be improved with integrating white balance
correction before segmenting. Skin color like region segmentation decreases search
time for possible face region since only segmented regions are considered as region
may contain face. Facial feature extraction is important to extract face image which
will be standard face image. LoG filter gives best results to extract facial features
with respect to black and white convertion. Facial features are found with property of
two eyes and a mouth creates isosceles triangle.
Face image is extracted based on facial features positions, and image preprocess
operation is performed to eliminated illuminate changes and prepared to be input to
classifier. Classifier is a key point of recognition part. FFNN is good at pattern
recognition problem. Decreasing gradient value of performance, increase accuracy of
classification. Output of network determines person identity. Each person has
identity number and the row with a maximum value in the output vector matches
with identity number. This matching establish connection between output of
classification and person names.
This face recognition system algorithm will perform fast and accurate person name
identification. Performance of skin segmentation is improved with white balance
correction and facial feature extraction performance is improved with LoG filter with
respect to Lin’s implementation [5]. Accuracy of classification is improved with
decreasing gradient value of performance value.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
A complete hardware and software system is designed and implemented in the Robot
Vision Laboratory of the Department of Mechatronics Engineering at the Atılım
University. The ultimate goal of the larger project (umbrella project) is to develop a
humanoid robot with a narrower application like Guide robot, Guard robot, Office
robot, etc. The developed system has been tested for many live acquired images and
results are satisfactory for such a pioneering work in the department. Improvements
are required for better performance. System description and possible improvements
are discussed in this chapter.
4.1. System Hardware
System has three main hardware parts. They are computer, frame grabber, and
camera. Computer is brain of system, which processes acquired image, analyzes
image and determines the persons name. The computer used in the test is a typical
PC with the following specifications:
•

Intel Core2Duo 3.0 GHz

•

3.0 Gb RAM

•

On Board Graphic Card

Sony EVI-D100P camera is used in Face recognition system (Figure 15). Camera has
high quality CCD sensor with remote Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ) operations. Camera has
10x optic and 4x digital zoom, so totally 40x zoom capability. Optically, it has 3.1
mm wide angle to 31 mm tele angle focal length and 1.8 to 2.9 minimum aperture
capacities. Resolution of CCD sensor is 752x582 pixel. Pan/Tilt capacity is ±100° for
pan and ±25° for tilt operations. Camera has RS232 serial communication. Camera
settings and PTZ operation can be performed via serial communication. Camera
settings are shutter time, aperture value, white balance selection, etc. Camera video
output signals are S-Video and Composite signals. Composite video signal is used.
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Figure 15 Sony EVI-D100p
Image acquisition from camera is performed by frame grabber. Imagenation PXC
200A frame grabber from CyberOptics is used (Figure 16). This grabber is connected
to computer via PCI connection. Up to 4 composite and 1 s-video signals type
camera can be connected. YCbCr, RGB and Monochrome color channel can be
selected, and in our system RGB color channel is used. Resolution of grabber is up to
768x576 pixel.

Figure 16 PXC 200A Frame Grabber
4.2. System Software
Algorithm of system is implemented on MATLAB R2011a software. MATLAB is a
production of MathWorks Co. and can perform algorithm development, data
visualization, data analysis, and numeric computation with traditional programming
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language i.e. C. Signal processing, image processing, controller design, mathematical
computation, etc. may be implemented easily with MATLAB that includes many
toolboxes which simplifies generation of algorithm more powerfully. Image
Acquisition Toolbox, Image Processing Toolbox, and Neural Network Toolbox are
used while generating algorithm of Face recognition system.
Image Acquisition Toolbox enables image acquiring from frame grabber or other
imaging system that MATLAB supports. This toolbox supports acquiring resolution
of frame grabber, triggering specification, color space, number of acquired image at
triggering, region of interest while acquiring, etc. This toolbox will bridge between
frame grabber and MATLAB environment.
Image Processing Toolbox provides many reference algorithms, graphical tools,
analysis, etc. Reference algorithm provides fast development of algorithms. Filters,
transforms, enhancements, etc. are ready to use functions which simplify to code
generation. This toolbox is used in face detection and some part of face recognition
sections.
Neural Network Toolbox provides designing, implementing, visualizing, and
simulating neural networks. Pattern recognition, clustering, data fitting tools are
supported. Supervised learning networks, i.e. FeedForward, RadialBasis, Time
Delay, etc., and unsupervised learning networks, i.e. Self Organizing Map,
Competitive Layer, are also supported. For classifying of face images are performed
by Pattern Recognition Tool with two layer, sigmoid, FeedForward Neural Network.
4.3. Face Detection
First implementation of system is performed on detection of faces in acquired image.
Therefore, face detection has started with skin like region segmentation. Many
methods have been tried to select which segmentation algorithm works best on our
image acquisition area. Based on RGB [12], HSV&YCbCr [54], HSV [55], and
RGB&YCbCr&HSV [56] color channels skin like segmentation are tested on
acquired

images

and

best

results

are

taken

from

RGB

color

space.

RGB&YCbCr&HSV are not performed well, based on our acquired images. Results
of performed skin like segmentation are given in Figure 17 - 19.
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Figure 17 Original Image (Left) & RGB Skin Segmentation (Right)

Figure 18 Skin Segmentation on Original Image with HS (Left) and CbCr Channel
(Right)

Figure 19 Skin Segmentation on Original image with HCbCr Combinations
Besides RGB gives the best result, colors of wall inside laboratory can be skin like
color due to white balance value of camera. Unwanted skin like color regions can
affect detection and distort face shape. This color problem can be eliminated by
white balance correction of acquired image. The implementation of white balance
correction is given Figure 20. Wardrobe color is white in real (Figure 20). On the
other hand, color in acquired image (left image) is cream and also wall color looks
like skin color and it affects segmentation results. Figure 21 shows the results of
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segmentation on acquired image and white balance corrected image. Results shows
that white balance correction should be applied after image is acquired.

Figure 20 An Image Without (Left) and With (Right) White Balance Correction

Figure 21 Skin Segmentation Results on Acquired (Left) & Corrected Image (Right)
To guarantee color correction both segmentation are performed on acquired and
corrected image, then logical “and operation” is performed. The reason is that
correction operation make hotter image if image is cold and make colder if image is
hot. When image is hotter, color of objects in the laboratory becomes similar to skin
color, i.e. wall, floor, wardrobe. After segmentation is performed, morphological
operations and candidate search is achieved as described in the previous chapter.
Selection of face candidate followed by facial feature extraction and face verification
of candidate.
Facial feature extraction is one of the most important parts of face detection section
because this part makes bridging between detection and recognition. First trial on
extraction is made with profile extraction of face candidate. Vertical profile of
candidate is performed by taking mean of each row of image matrix. Then, local
minimum shows possible positions of eyebrow, eye, nose tip, mouth, and chin. After
eye position is determined in vertical profile, then horizontal profile is extracted to
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determine eyes positions. Vertical and horizontal profiles of four test face images are
given in Figure 22 - 25. Determination of exact position of eye position and mouth
position is difficult to determine in vertical profile. Also, it is difficult to determine
position of eyes in horizontal profile even the veritcal position of eyes are
determined in vertical profile.
Due to difficulty in determination of position in vertical and horizontal profiles in
face candidate, face profile extraction is discarded and converting Black-White
image to find facial feature is performed. Some experiments are performed and
results are given in Figure 26 and 27.

Figure 22 Test Image 1 (Left) & Vertical (Right-Top) - Horizontal (Right-Bottom)
Test Image 1

Figure 23 Test Image 2 (Left) & Vertical (Right-Top) - Horizontal (Right-Bottom)
Profiles
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Figure 24 Test Image 3 (Left) & Vertical (Right-Top) - Horizontal (Right-Bottom)
Profiles

Figure 25 Test Image 4 (Left) & Vertical (Right-Top) - Vertical (Right-Bottom)
Profiles

Figure 26 Test Image 5 (Left) & Black-White Conversion on the 5 (Right)
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Figure 27 Test Image 6 (Left) & Black-White Conversion on the 6 (Right)
Right eye is isolated but left eye is combined with eyebrow in Figure 26. Also,
mouth is nearly erased. On the other hand, right eye and mouth are combined with
background in Figure 27. That makes difficult to find eye and mouth. The
combination problem is due to lighting conditions while acquiring the image. Since,
Black-White conversion is sensitive to light condition/changes, this approaches can
not be applicable easily. So, approaches that are not much sensitive to light should
be prefered.
Edge detection methods can be applicable on this problem because they are nearly
insensitive to light change. Sobel edge detector is used to extract features. Figure 28
shows results of edge detection on test image 5 and 6.

Figure 28 Edge Detection Results on Test Image 5 (Left) and 6 (Right)
Results show that, edge detection is not sensitive to light condition as Black-White
conversion. On both images, eyes and mouth can be selected with human eyes but
mouth can be difficult to extract on the images and eye parts also vary on shapes.
Also, edge detection has high responses.
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In order to use edge detection, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter can be used. LoG
filter has low responses than edge detection. It makes usefull enhancements on facial
features. Figure 29 shows results of LoG filter on test image 5 and 6.

Figure 29 Laplacian of Gaussian Filter Results on Test Image 5 (Left) and 6 (Right)
Results of LoG filter are better than previous three trials. Mouth is more significant
than others and eyes can be selected more accurately.
4.4. Face Recognition
With addition of isosceles triangle approach, as described in the previous chapter,
eyes and mouth are found and cropped face image. Then, database of face images
can be generated. Database is generated from 26 people with 4 samples image for
each person. Database is created from face detection part. Sample images of 26
people are given in Figure 30.

Figure 30 26 Participants Face Images From Database
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Name of participants are; Ayça Göçmen, Barış Gülümser, Cahit Gürel, Semih
Çakıroğlu, Selçuk Kahraman, Erkan Özsayın, Handan Kara, Emre Büyükbayram,
Yıldırım Dedekargınoğlu, Alkım Serimer, Orçun Güvener, Kaan Telek, Betül
Coşkunoğlu, Fırat Tansu, Önal Meriç Beşler, Yahya Onur Çapkur, Halil İbrahim
Asa, Barışcan Tok, Kıvanç Çelik, Kadir Gürbüz Özbay, Mustafa Bahtiyar, Dorukhan
Özkan, Ali Apak, Çağatay Tüzemen, Talat Yasa, Emre Güner.
While generating database, four different sample images are stored for each persons.
The reason is that acquisition of face image may differ each time the image taken.
For example, shaved and no-shaved faces are included for my samples (Left image in
Figure 31). Also, different captured face frames are added (Right image in Figure
31).

Figure 31 Different Face Samples
900x104 size training matrix is generated to train neural network which will be used
to classify given new face image. Pattern Recognition Tool in Neural Network
Toolbox is used to generate and train neural network. The generated network
consists of 2 layers with sigmoid transfer function. 2 layers are hidden layer and
output layer. Output layer has 26 neurons due to number of persons in the face
database. Hidden layer number is an approach that is applied in [22]. The approach
proposes that to guess initial neuron number, use Eq. 4.1, then train with this neuron
number and record training time. After that, increase neuron number until training
time remain constant. When starting point of remaining constant, this will be number
of hidden neurons in the network.
n = log! !

(4.1)

N is number of input layer, and n is the number of neurons in hidden layer. The
initial guess is 9.81 for 900 inputs. So, start initially as 10. Figure 32 shows graph of
number of neurons vs. training time. The graph shows that at 41 neurons training
time is 4 s and after this neuron number training time remain constant in 5 seconds.
Therefore, 41 neurons are used in our system. Databasing and training of network
code is given in App 2.
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Also, performance of classification is affected by training parameter which is
gradient value. Gradient value is related with error of target value and output value.
Tests show that a minimum gradient value results in more accurate classification.
The low gradient value causes false selection in the database. The comparison of
gradient values for errors 1e-6 and 1e-17 for the same input image is given Test
Image 2 (Table 1).

Figure 32 Number of Neurons vs. Training Time
Table 1 shows that minimum gradient value should be considered in system to get
more accurate results.
Table 1 Gradient Value Effects on Classification
1e-6
0.0076
0.0041
98.0832
0.6032
0.0040
0.0989
0.0000
0.0766
0.0000
0.0799
0.6118
0.0015
0.0001
0.0968
0.0530
0.0021
0.0009
0.2094
0.1310
12.4808
0.2932
0.0164
0.7166
0.0006
0.0033
6.9192
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1e-17
0.0000
0.0000
99.9925
0.0049
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1210
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004

4.5. Face Recognition System
Finally, face detection and recognition parts are merged to implement face
recognition system. System can also handle more than one faces in the acquired
image. Code is generated on MATLAB environment and given in App. 3 Results are
shown in Figure 33 - 43.

Figure 33 Acquired Image 1 and Finding Candidates

Figure 34 Facial Features Extraction on Face Candidates

Figure 35 Face Images
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Figure 36 Classifications of Face Images (MATLAB Output)
Five skin like regions are extracted and labeled. Label 4 & 5 is taken as face
candidate. Facial feature extraction operation is performed and eyes and mouth are
found, then faces are validated. Validated faces are classified, output results are; first
face belongs to Ayça and second face belongs to Cahit. Output result of system gives
correct results. Experiment and results are shown that algorithm can find multiple
faces in the acquired image and classify correctly. This results important, since some
methods can only detect one face in a given image.

Figure 37 Acquired Image 2 and Face Candidate
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Figure 38 Facial Feature Extraction (Left) & Classification Result (Right)
Four skin like regions are found in acquired image 2. Third label is considered as
face candidate. After LoG filter is applied, eyelashes appear clearly. Then, algorithm
considers eyelashes are eyes. Extracted face image classified correctly. Above results
show that algorithm can recognize when eyes are closed with 99.0498 network
output.

Figure 39 Acquired Image 3 and Face Candidate
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Figure 40 Facial Feature Extraction (Left) & Classification Result (Right)
This time, if person stands far from camera, can system detect and recognize
correctly or not is tested. Five skin like regions are labeled. Then, label three is taken
as face candidate. Taking height of face candidate as 1.28 times bigger than width
eliminates neck of person. Since, only face part is considered as face candidate. LoG
filter performs well to extract facial feature regions. Due to low resolution, both left
and right, eye and eyebrow are merged but centroids of merged region do not affect
the results. Low resolution of extracted face image is classified correctly. Above
result show that face image can be recognized correctly even resolution is not large.

Figure 41 Acquire Image 4 and Found Face Candidates
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Figure 42 Facial Feature Extraction on Candidate 1 (Left) & Classification Result
(Right)
Face image is identified if maximum network output value is greater than 90 percent.
Classification result for right image (Figure 40) is maximum 52.7422 because this
face is not in the face database. Therefore, algorithm says that ‘Person is not
recognized’.

Figure 43 Facial Feature Extraction on Candidate 2 (Left) & Classification Result
(Right)
Since this face is not in the face database, network result is maximum 1.3872.
Therefore, answer of algorithm is ‘Person is not recognized’.
Many experiments are performed on live acquired images. Face detection and
recognition parts performed well. Skin segmentation both decrease computational
time and search area for face. Experiments show that connection is established well
between detection and recognition parts. The network can correctly classify when
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eye/eyes are closed, eyebrows are moved and face is smiled or showed teeth. Also,
number of people in database can be increased and most probably will correctly
classify faces.
4.6. Limitations of the System
Some limitations of the designed system are determined after the experiments;
Skin color like clothes: Skin color like clothes are segmented at skin segmentation
stage but it will affect results of face candidate. Most of experiments with skin color
like clothes show that, face and cloth segments are merged. The software does not
recognize them as two separate body regions. Thus, facial feature extraction
operation can be resulted, as candidate is not a face or wrong face image extraction.
Presence of object on face: Glasses on the face may affect facial feature extraction
results. If glasses have reflection, LoG filter can not perform well on eye region.
Also, sunglasses will cover eye region and eyes can not be detected based on the
proposed algorithm.
Contrast of face candidate image: Contrast value of image affects results of filter.
Less contrast image has fewer edges on the image. Thus, facial component could not
be visible after filtered. Therefore, face image can not be extracted if candidate
contains face.
System working range: System can detect and recognize the person if person
standing range is between 50 cm to 180 cm. This range is acquired with property of
3.1 mm focal length and 768x576 pixels resolution. Thus, working range can be
changed by camera property.
Skin color range: RGB skin color segmentation work well in the range of light tone
to dark tone.
Head pose: Frontal head poses can be detected and extracted correctly. Small
amount of roll and yaw rotation can be acceptable for system.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
5.1. Discussion
This thesis study focuses on designing and implenting of a face recognition system.
System is composed of image acquisition, face detection part, face recognition part,
and identification of person name.
Image acquisition is prerequisite for system. Frame grabber is used to capture frame
from video camera device, and digitalize it to be processed in the algorithm. Video
camera device is SONY EVI-100P which has capability of pan, tilt and zoom.
Therefore, live caputered images have different illumination, background, white
balance difference, and position and size of human face. Image acquisition process is
performed by MATLAB software with Image Acquition Toolbox.
Knowledge-Based face detection method is performed for face detection part with
combination of skin color and facial feature methods. Methods are combined due to
decreasing computational time and increasing accuracy of detection part. Before skin
color segmentation white balance correction is performed to overcome color problem
while acquiring image. Color problem affects skin color segmentation, because
irrelevant objects can have skin color value.
RGB skin color segmentation is performed in the algorithm. Many methods use
YCbCr color space. Also, YCbCr and HSV color spaces are tested but best results
are obtained with RGB color space. RGB color space works well at indoor
conditions but performance is not tested for outdoor condition. If modelling of skin
color is performed with statistical model, skin color segmentation may be more
accurate. Segmentation is performed on both acquired image and white balance
corrected in acquired image. Then, logical “and operation” is performed on both
segmented images to reduce color problem.
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Face candidates are chosen from segments and facial feature extraction operation is
performed to verify face candidate and extract face image. LoG filter is performed to
show facial components clearly. Before LoG filter is performed, black-white
conversion and edge detection are performed. Black-white conversion is sensitive to
light changes and some components can be eliminated due to shadowing on face. On
the other hand, edge detection is not sensitive to light changes but shapes are not
clear as LoG filter. Facial components can be selected clearly with eyes after applied
LoG filter. Two eyes and mouth are found with property of two eyes and a mouth
create isosceles triangle. Eyes and mouth are found with this property and face image
is extracted based on positions of facial components. On the other hand, components
are found by estimation but can be found more accurately.
With extraction of facial components, face detection part is completed and face
image is ready to be classified. Before sending to classifier, histogram equalization,
resizing and vectorizing operations are performed. Histogram equalization is applied
to eliminate light changes on image and equalizing contrast of image. Finally, face
image is ready to be classified. Classification is performed by two layers
FeedForward Neural Network. Sigmoid funtion is used for activation function in
neurons. This type of network structure and activation function are good at pattern
recognition problem since face recognition is a kind of pattern recognition problem.
In the hidden layer, 41 neurons are used and training time vs. number of neuron
graph is given in Figure 32. Best performance is achieved by 41 neurons. Output
layer neuron number is determined by number of people in the database.
Output of network gives classification result. The row with a maximum value gives
order number of names in database. Classification result is affected by performance
value of network. The minimum gradient value gives more accurate result. Gradient
value for system while training is taken as 1e-17. Performance with lower gradient
value is given in Table 1.
Algorithm is developed on MATLAB environment and it gives capability to detect
multiple faces in acquired image. Person naming is achieved when maximum value
of row is greather than 90%. If it is lower, output is “Person is not recognized”. The
system has acceptable performance to recognize faces within intended limits.
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5.2. Conclusion
Face recognition systems are part of facial image processing applications and their
significance as a research area are increasing recently. Implementations of system are
crime prevention, video surveillance, person verification, and similar security
activities. The face recognition system implementation will be part of humanoid
robot project at Atılım University.
Main goal of thesis is to design and implement face recognition system in the Robot
Vision Laboratory of the Department of Mechatronics Engineering. The goal is
reached by face detection and recognition methods. Knowledge-Based face detection
methods are used to find, locate and extract faces in acquired images. Implemented
methods are skin color and facial features. Neural network is used for face
recognition.
RGB color space is used to specify skin color values, and segmentation decreases
searching time of face images. Facial components on face candidates are appeared
with implementation of LoG filter. LoG filter shows good performance on extracting
facial compoments under different illumination conditions.
FFNN is performed to classifiy to solve pattern recongition problem since face
recognition is a kind of pattern recognition. Classification result is accurate.
Classification is also flexible and correct when extracted face image is small
oriented, closed eye, and small smiled. Proposed algorithm is capable of detect
multiple faces, and performance of system has acceptable good results.
Proposed system can be affected by pose, presence or absence of structural
components, facial expression, imaging condition, and strong illumination.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORKS
Face recognition system is designed, implemented and tested. Test results show that
system has acceptable performance. On the other hand, system has some future
works for improvemets and implementation on humanoid robot project.
Future works will be stated in the order of algorithm. First future work can be
applied on camera device to improve imaging conditions. Sony camera that is used in
thesis, can communicate with computer. Camera configurations can be changed via
computer and these changes can improve imaging conditions. Exposure values can
be fixed to capture all frames with same brightness value / similar histogram. Also,
fixing white balance value can improve performance of skin segmentation which will
lead to eliminate non-skin objects. Maybe, white balance correction section may not
be needed any more. For later implementations, pan, tilt and zoom actuators can be
controlled. Camera is controlled via remote controller in the test of thesis.
Then skin color modelling can be improved. In the thesis work, some conditions are
used to describe skin color. On the other hand, broad skin color modelling can be
achieved by use of statistical modelling. Dark skins, skins under shadow or bright
light can be modelled and more skin region segmentation can be achieved. Skin color
segmentation is an important step for algorithm of system. If more correct skin
regions are segmented, more faces can be detected. Also, instead of RGB, YCbCr
skin color modelling with statistical model can be performed, since Cb and Cr
channels values are not sensitive to light changes.
On the other hand, some improvements can be applied on facial feature extraction
section in face detection part. Computational volume is the biggest with respect to
other sections in the algorithm. Computations of facial feature extraction can be
reduced. Other point is that to calculate eye orientation, which will be used to
reorient face candidate and extract horizontally oriented face image. This operation
will decrease working limitations of detection part.
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Some improvements can be performed on recognition part. Firstly, number of people
in the face database can be increased. However, increasing face images may create
problem in classification performance due to less number of sample image for each
people. Therefore, sample number could be increased. Later, input neuron numbers
of neural network can be decreased with use of feature extraction method to input
face image. This feature extraction method will decrease computational time of
network. Possible extraction methods can be PCA, ICA, DCT or LDA. Also, if
feature extraction will be applied, face image database should be generated with
feature extracted face images.
Later on, this system will be integrated to humanoid robot or narrower applications.
Therefore this algorithm should be designed and implemented on embedded systems.
Digital Signal Processors or Field Programmable Gate Arrays can be used for
embedded systems. With use of embedded systems, real time face recognition
system can be achieved.
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APPENDIX 1

Reference
Number

1

Title
Face detection and facial
feature extraction in color
image

Author

Year

Kind

Category

Method

LIU Zhi-fang, YOU Zhisheng, A.K.Jain, WANG Yun- 2003 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature
qiong

2

Face detection and facial
Kap-Ho Seo, Won Kim,
feature extraction using color Changmok Oh and Ju-Jang
snake
Lee

2002 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature

3

Face Detection Based on
Facial Features and Linear
Support Vector Machines

Jinxin Ruan, Junxun Yin

2009 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature

4

Face Detection Based on
Facial Features

Lihong Zhao, Xiaolin Sun,
Xinhe Xu

2006 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature

5

Face detection by color and
multilayer feedforward
neural network

Chiunhsiun Lin

2005 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature

6

Faces and Facial Features
Detection in Color Images

Mohamed A. Berbar, Hamdy
M. Kelash, Amany A.
2006 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Facial Feature
Kandeel

7

Face detection based on a
model of the skin color with
S. Kherchaoui, A. Houacine
constraints and template
matching

2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color

8

Face Detection Based on
Deng-Yuan Huang, Ta-Wei
Feature Analysis and Edge
Lin, Chun-Ying Ho, WuDetection against Skin ColorChih Hu
like Backgrounds

2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color

9

Robust Human Face
Detection in Complicated
Color Images

10

Face detection in complex
Zhengming Li, Lijie Xue and
background based on skin
2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color
color features and improved Fei Tan
AdaBoost algorithms

11

Face Detection Technology
Based on Skin Color
Segmentation and Template
Matching

12
13
14
15

16

17

18
19
20

21

Jiang Qiang-rong, Li Hua-lan 2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color

Chen Aiping, Pan Lian, Tong
2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color
Yaobin, Ning Ning

Human Skin Colour
Peter Peer, Jure Kovacˇ,
Clustering for Face Detection Franc Solina

2003 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color

Process
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr), Eye
Finding(PCA on Edges), Mouth
Finding(Geometrical Information)

Notes
Face orientation is
calculated via PCA,
Library their own

97.30%

2.70%

1.10%

-

-

-

94.70%

5.35%

11.99%

-

-

-

97.00%

-

-

-

-

-

77.47%

2.19%

19.23%

Backgroung removingEdge detect on Y
component and fill,
take the filled region
as foreground

-

-

-

The criterias are: size
of and ratio of Bbox,
area inside the Box

-

-

-

Candidate search is
done with ratio of
Bbox, Extend of
Bbox and Min. pixel
area

92.86%

7.14%

1.43%

Skin Segmentation(YCbCr),
Template Matching

Skin Segmentation:
Skin is clustered in
elipse region

94.50%

-

-

Skin Segmentation (YCbCr)

Skin Segmentation
RGB is used

-

-

-

-

-

-

100.00%

-

-

94.86%

-

10.27%

95.00%

5.68%

4.72%

92.00%

8.00%

5.00%

96.38%

3.62%

0.99%

Color snakes is more
Skin Segmentation(Normalized
accurate than normal,
RGB), Template Matching(for
because it uses color
verification of face), Color
information. And it
Snakes(for eye, eyebrow, mouth
can be used for face
finding)
expression
Eye and Mouth are
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr), Linear found via difference
between Cb&Cr
SVM(for face candidate),
differences, Cb>Cr
Eye&Mouth Finding for final
for eye and for mouth
verification
is vice versa
By using YCbCr, eye
Skin Segmentation(statistical
and mouth maps are
model), Face Candiadate(Rectangle
generated vith some
ratio), Eye&Mouth Map for fnal
numerical
verification
computations
Skin Segmentation(RGB),
Two eyes and one
Eye&Mouth finding(isosceles
mouth creates
triangle search on BW),
isosceles triangle
FeedForwardNN for verification
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr),
Two horz. Objects are
Eye&Mouth Finding on
eyes and from mid
Segmented+Edged Image, Final
point in vertical is
verification with Horz.&Vert.
mouth or nose
Profiles
Skin modelling is
Skin Segmentation (YCbCr), Face
done with Cb&Cr
Candidate(rectangle ratio),
information and
Template Matching for final
Gaussian distribution
verification
model
Image Preprocessing(for
background removing), Skin
Segmentation(YCbCr), Face
candidate verification(Entropy
calcutating and thresholding)
White Balance Correction, Skin
Segmentation (YCbCr),
Edgeing+Segmentation, Criteria
Checking
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr),
Candidate Searching on Segmented,
AdaBoosting on Image to detect
possible face area, Combining both
results

Human Face Detection
Based on SOFM Neural
Network
Face detection based on half
face-template

Skin Segmentation(Self Organizing Neural Neworks is
YangKun,ZhuHong,PanYing2006 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Skin Color
Map), Face verification(elliptic
used to model the
jie
region)
skin color
Wei Chen, Tongfeng Sun,
Increase the speed,
2009 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Template Matching Half Face Template Matching
Xiaodong Yang, Li Wang
adopt to large angles
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr), Eye
This templates uses
Abstract Template, Eye Pair
parameters instead of
Face detection with abstract
He Guo, Yulong Yu, Qi Jia
2010 Face Detection Knowledge-Based Template Matching
Abstract Template, Texture
color or gradient
template
Template
images
Scale and pose invariant realBoosting can find left,
Face candidate(Boosting), Face
Mehmet erif Bayhan,
2008 Face Detection Image-Based
AdaBoost
time face detection and
left+45,front,
Muhittin Gökmen
verification(Cascade Clasifier)
tracking
right+45, right
the image matrix can
be used directly to
Template Matching(for face
calculate the
Face Detection Based on
candidate), 2DPCA, Minimal
Template Matching and
Jizeng Wang, Hongmei Yang 2008 Face Detection Image-Based
EigenFace
covariance matrix and
distance clasiffier(for verification of
2DPCA Algorithm
cost less time to
PCA data)
determine the
eigenvectors
Face Detection Using
PCA, Backpropagation NN,
C.C. Tsai, W.C. Cheng, J.S.
Eigenface and Neural
2006 Face Detection Image-Based
EigenFace
Verification(Geometrical
Taur and C.W. Tao
Network
Distribution of edges in the region)
Fast face detection using
Mohan A R, Sudha N
2009 Face Detection Image-Based
EigenFace
PCA, AdaBoosting
boosted eigenfaces

A neural network method for
D. Anijiantis, E. Dernzatas
accurate face detection on
and G. Kukkinakis
arbitrary images
Anagnostopoulos C.,
A probabilistic neural
Anagnostopoulos I.
network for face detection on ,Vergados D.
segmented skin areas based ,Papaleonidopoulos I. ,
on fuzzy rules
Kayafas E., Loumos V. and
G. Stasinopoulos

1999 Face Detection Image-Based

Neural Network

Image Preprocessing, NN (2layer
perceptron)

2002 Face Detection Image-Based

Neural Network

Skin Segmentation(Fuzzy Logic),
Probailistic Neural Network for
verification
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Statistics
Detection/
Recognition Miss Rate False Rate
Rate

Window scanning
technique is used

-

-

-

98.30%

-

-

85.32%

-

-

22

Automatically face detection
Xiaoning Liu, Guohua Geng,
based on BP neural network
2010 Face Detection Image-Based
Xiaofeng Wang
and Bayesian decision

Neural Network

23

Face detection based on
SCNN and wavelet invariant Ye-Zhengchun, Lin-Hongji
moment in color image

2007 Face Detection Image-Based

Neural Network

Moeen Tayyab, M. F. Zafar

2009 Face Detection Image-Based

Neural Network

Skin Segmentation (HSV), Feature
Extraction (2D-DCT), Verification
(BP NN)

Khairul Azha A. Aziz, Ridza
Azri Ramlee

2009 Face Detection Image-Based

Neural Network

Radial Basis Neural Network

2002 Face Detection Image-Based

Support Vector
Machine

2006 Face Detection Image-Based

Support Vector
Machine

Face candidate( Generalized
Symmetry Algorthm), Verification
(SVM)

24

25

26
27

Face detection using 2DDiscrete Cosine Transform
and Back Propagation Neural
Network
Face Detection Using Radial
Basis Function Neural
Networks with Variance
Spread Value
A fast and robust algorithm
for face detection and
localization
An SVM-based approach to
face detection

Wei Wang, Yongsheng Gao,
Siu Chueng Hui and Maylor
Karhang Leung
Clyde Shavers, Robert Li,
Gary Lebby

Skin Segmentation(YUV), Face
Candidate(BP NN), Verification
(Bayesian Decision)
Skin Segmentation(YCbCr), Feature it can detect frontal
Extraction (wavelet invariant
and profile faces and
moment),Verifying( Self Organizing work on video with
Competitive NN)
20 fps

Support Vector Machine

Window scanning
technique is used

-

3.30%

-

-

92.50%

-

7.50%

95.56%

-

5.92%

94.40%

-

-

Preprocessing is done
with checking the
whether there is a
light difference
between left and right
face. Than if there is,
then take the mirror of
the face

98.90%

-

-

small sample size is
used

93.00%

-

-

small sample size can
be applicable

96.07%

-

-

98.50%

-

-

94.50%

-

5.50%

-

-

-

One Class SVM

30

Face Recognition Based on
Image Enhancement and
Gabor Features

Guoqiang Wang and
Zongying Ou

2D Recognition

Image Enhancement (Logarithm
Image enhancement
Linear/Nonlinear
transformation and normalization),
improve the image
Projection Methods Feature Extraction (Gabor Wavelet), condition due to bad
Classification (Fisher Face)
lighting

31

Face recognition robust to
left-right shadows facial
symmetry

Young-Jun Song, Young-Gil
Kim, Un-Dong Chang, Heak
Bong Kwon

32

33

Muhammad Imran Razzak,
Face Recognition using
Muhammad Khurram Khan,
Layered Linear Discriminant
Khaled Alghathbar, Rubiyah
Analysis and Small Subspace
Yousaf
Fei Wang, Jingdong Wang,
Face recognition using
Changshui Zhang, James
spectral features
Kwok

2006

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

2010

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Linear/Nonlinear
Layered LDA
Projection Methods

2007

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Linear/Nonlinear
Spectral Feature Analysis
Projection Methods

5.05%

-

Support Vector
Machine

Face Image Preporcessing, Feature
Linear/Nonlinear
Extraction(PCA),Classification
Projection Methods
(Euclidian Distance)

-

96.70%

Hongliang Jin, Qingshan Liu,
2004 Face Detection Image-Based
Hanqing Lu

Face
Recognition

-

-

Face detection using oneclass-based support vectors

2006

83.40%

-

Support Vector
Machine

29

-

-

Generalized
symmetry is to find
eyes
Window scanning
technique is used

2004 Face Detection Image-Based

Eye and face detection using Hyungkeun Jee, Kyunghee
SVM
Lee , Sungbum Pan

-

84.30%

Skin Segmentation (YCbCr), Eye
Candidate (Edge Based eye
finding), Eye Verification (SVM),
Face candidate (based on eye
position), Face verification (SVM)

28

-

One class is used
because of difficulty
in modelling of non
face

Gabor transformed
face images ex- hibit
strong characteristics
of spatial locality,
scale, and orientation selectivity. ICA
would further reduce
redundancy and
represent independent
features explicitly.
Input is the distance
of facial features
WNN avoids the
blindness in structure
design of BP. transfer
function is made up
of wavelet function
series

34

Independent component
Chengjun Liu, Harry
analysis of Gabor features for
Wechsler
face recognition

2003

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Feature Extraction (Gabor, PCA,
Linear/Nonlinear
ICA) Classisfication (Similarity
Projection Methods
Measure)

35

Automatic Face recognition A.H.Boualleg,
using neural network-PCA Ch.Bencheriet, H.Tebbikh

2006

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Linear/Nonlinear
PCA, NN
Projection Methods

36

A Method for Face
Recognition Based on
Wavelet Neural Network

2010

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

Wavelet Neural Network

2007

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

BP NN

The input is not gray
image the R,G,B
images are input

91.80%

-

-

2002

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

Feature Extraction (Discrete
Wavelet Transform, D Radon Tr,
DCT, PCA), Networks (BP NN,
RBF NN, Multilayer Cluster NN)

Best result is BP NN
with DCT. Some
combinations are
made

97.50%

-

-

Adjoudj Rida , Dr
BoukelifAoued

2004

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

FF NN (Log Sigmoid TF)

noisy net and clear
net is created. Both
works well.

100.00%

-

-

ZOU Mu-chun

Face
2008
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

FastICA, RBF NN

93.00%

-

-

Weihua Wang

Face
2008
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

RBF NN

90.20%

-

-

Thaahirah S. M. Rasied,
Othman O. Khalifa, Yuslina
Binti Kamarudin

2005

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

Singular Value Decomposition, BP
NN

-

-

-

Pritha.D.N, L.Savitha,
Shylaja.S.S

2010

Face
Recognition

2D Recognition

Neural Network

Laplacian of Gaussian Filter,
Singular Value Decomposition, FF
NN

84.85%

-

-

91.71%

-

-

-

-

-

86.90%

-

-

-

-

-

37

38

39
40
41

42

43

Jiang Youyi,Li Xiao

A New Method for Face
Recognition Based on Color Khalid Youssef, Peng-Yung
Information and a Neural
Woo
Network
Analysis of neural networks
for face recognition systems
M.R.M. Rizk, A. Taha
with feature extraction to
develop an eye localization
based method
Artificial neural networkbased face recognition
Face Recognition Based on
FastICA and RBF Neural
Networks
Face Recognition Based on
Radial Basis Function Neural
Networks
Face recognition based on
singular valued
decomposition and back
progagation neural network
Face Recognition by
Feedforward Neural Network
Using Laplacian of Gaussian
Filter and Singular Value
Decomposition

Align Face (Iterative closest point),
Reduce Noise&Remove Spike,
Finding Nose Tip, Cropping Sphere
at Nose Tip, Classification
(Corresponding Point Direction
Measure)
Apply Half face to Symmetry
Preserving Singular Value
Decomposition to generate Average
Half Face, PCA, Classification
(Nearest Neighbour Classification)
Extract Profiles (Central Symmetry
Profile, Cheek Profile), Feature
Extraction (Fourier Coefficient),
Classification (Similarity Measure)
Feature Location (nose, Eye,
Mouth), 3D Geometric Measure
(straight-line Euclidean distance,
curvature distance, area, angle,
volume), Classification (Similarity
Measure)

44

3D Face Recognition Using
Corresponding Point
Xueqiao Wang, Qiuqi Ruan,
Direction Measure and Depth Yue Ming
Local Features

Face
2010
Recognition

3D Recognition

45

3D Face Recognition with
the Average-Half-Face

Josh Harguess, Shalini
Gupta, J. K. Aggarwal

2008

Face
Recognition

3D Recognition

46

Automatic 3D Face
Recognition Using Fourier
Descriptors

Eyad Elyan, Hassan Ugail

2009

Face
Recognition

3D Recognition

47

Research on 3D Face
Recognition Algorithm

Yu Song, Wenhong Wang,
Yanyan Chen

2009

Face
Recognition

3D Recognition

48

A Face Detection and
Recognition System based on Dong-Liang Lee, Jen-Sheng
Rectangular Feature
Liang
Orientation

2010

Face Detection
& Recognition

-

-

49

An embedded HMM-based
approach for face detection
and recognition

Feature Vector:
Eye&Lips Finding (AdaBoost),
Eye,Lip,Nose Region
Feature Vector, Feature Extraction
Pixel Values, and 99.73%,98%
(PCA,LDA),Classisfication (KNNR
Distance Between
Classifier or RBF NN)
Facial Features

1999

Face Detection
& Recognition

Face Detection( Embedded HMM),
Classification (Embedded HMM)

98.00%

-

-

50

Automatic Face Recognition Hazem M. El-Bakry, Mohy
Face Detection
1999
Using Neural Networks
A. Abo-ElSoud, M. S. Kamel
& Recognition

-

-

-

Ara V. Nefian, Monson H.
Hayes IIl

Face Detection (NN), Feature
Extraction (Take FFT of Detected
face), Classification (NN)

55

51

Face detection and
recognition using neural
R-QiongXu ,Bi-ChengLi ,Bo
Face Detection
2003
network and hidden Markov Wang
& Recognition
models

52

Face recognition in video, a
Face Detection
combination of eigenface and Le Ha Xuan, Supot Nitsuwat 2007
& Recognition
adaptive skin-color model

53

A Video-based Face
Detection and Recognition
System using Cascade Face
Verification Modules

Ping Zhang

2007

Face Detection (Polynomial NN),
Classification (pseudo-2D HMM)

Face Detection
& Recognition

56

95.70%

-

-

Skin Segmentation (RGB), Face
Verification (Template Matching), Lots of library is used
and tested, work well
Feature Extraction (PCA),
Classificaiton (Similarity Measure)

-

-

-

Feature Extraction:
Skin Segmentation, Face Symmetry Haar Wavelet Feature,
Gradient Based
Verification, Eye Template
Verification (For Rotation), Feature Directional Feature,
Gradient Based
Extraction, Classification (NN)
Directional Feature

95.00%

-

-
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a1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ayca3.jpg'))),[30 30]));
a1=a1(:);
a2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ayca17.jpg'))),[30 30]));
a2=a2(:);
a3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ayca18.jpg'))),[30 30]));
a3=a3(:);
a4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ayca6.jpg'))),[30 30]));
a4=a4(:);
c1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cahit1.jpg'))),[30
c1=c1(:);
c2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cahit2.jpg'))),[30
c2=c2(:);
c3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cahit6.jpg'))),[30
c3=c3(:);
c4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cahit5.jpg'))),[30
c4=c4(:);

30]));

b1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('baris1.jpg'))),[30
b1=b1(:);
b2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('baris7.jpg'))),[30
b2=b2(:);
b3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('baris5.jpg'))),[30
b3=b3(:);
b4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('baris6.jpg'))),[30
b4=b4(:);

30]));

s1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('semih1.jpg'))),[30
s1=s1(:);
s2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('semih2.jpg'))),[30
s2=s2(:);
s3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('semih3.jpg'))),[30
s3=s3(:);
s4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('semih4.jpg'))),[30
s4=s4(:);

30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));

sl1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('selcuk1.jpg'))),[30
sl1=sl1(:);
sl2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('selcuk2.jpg'))),[30
sl2=sl2(:);
sl3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('selcuk3.jpg'))),[30
sl3=sl3(:);
sl4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('selcuk4.jpg'))),[30
sl4=sl4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

e1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('erkan10.jpg'))),[30 30]));
e1=e1(:);
e2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('erkan8.jpg'))),[30 30]));
e2=e2(:);
e3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('erkan9.jpg'))),[30 30]));
e3=e3(:);
e4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('erkan5.jpg'))),[30 30]));
e4=e4(:);
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h1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('handan8.jpg'))),[30
h1=h1(:);
h2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('handan3.jpg'))),[30
h2=h2(:);
h3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('handan4.jpg'))),[30
h3=h3(:);
h4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('handan7.jpg'))),[30
h4=h4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

em1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emre3.jpg'))),[30 30]));
em1=em1(:);
em2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emre11.jpg'))),[30 30]));
em2=em2(:);
em3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emre1.jpg'))),[30 30]));
em3=em3(:);
em4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emre9.jpg'))),[30 30]));
em4=em4(:);
y1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yildirim1.jpg'))),[30
y1=y1(:);
y2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yildirim2.jpg'))),[30
y2=y2(:);
y3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yildirim4.jpg'))),[30
y3=y3(:);
y4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yildirim5.jpg'))),[30
y4=y4(:);
al1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('alkim1.jpg'))),[30
al1=al1(:);
al2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('alkim2.jpg'))),[30
al2=al2(:);
al3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('alkim6.jpg'))),[30
al3=al3(:);
al4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('alkim5.jpg'))),[30
al4=al4(:);
o1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('orcun1.jpg'))),[30
o1=o1(:);
o2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('orcun2.jpg'))),[30
o2=o2(:);
o3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('orcun3.jpg'))),[30
o3=o3(:);
o4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('orcun4.jpg'))),[30
o4=o4(:);
k1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kaan1.jpg'))),[30
k1=k1(:);
k2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kaan2.jpg'))),[30
k2=k2(:);
k3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kaan4.jpg'))),[30
k3=k3(:);
k4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kaan5.jpg'))),[30
k4=k4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

be1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('betul1.jpg'))),[30
be1=be1(:);
be2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('betul2.jpg'))),[30
be2=be2(:);
be3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('betul3.jpg'))),[30
be3=be3(:);
be4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('betul4.jpg'))),[30
be4=be4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

f1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('firat5.jpg'))),[30 30]));
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f1=f1(:);
f2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('firat2.jpg'))),[30 30]));
f2=f2(:);
f3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('firat3.jpg'))),[30 30]));
f3=f3(:);
f4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('firat4.jpg'))),[30 30]));
f4=f4(:);
m1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('meric1.jpg'))),[30
m1=m1(:);
m2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('meric3.jpg'))),[30
m2=m2(:);
m3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('meric4.jpg'))),[30
m3=m3(:);
m4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('meric5.jpg'))),[30
m4=m4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

ya1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yahya1.jpg'))),[30
ya1=ya1(:);
ya2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yahya2.jpg'))),[30
ya2=ya2(:);
ya3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yahya3.jpg'))),[30
ya3=ya3(:);
ya4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('yahya4.jpg'))),[30
ya4=ya4(:);
asa1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('asa1.jpg'))),[30
asa1=asa1(:);
asa2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('asa9.jpg'))),[30
asa2=asa2(:);
asa3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('asa8.jpg'))),[30
asa3=asa3(:);
asa4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('asa6.jpg'))),[30
asa4=asa4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

bcan1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('bariscan1.jpg'))),[30
bcan1=bcan1(:);
bcan2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('bariscan2.jpg'))),[30
bcan2=bcan2(:);
bcan3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('bariscan5.jpg'))),[30
bcan3=bcan3(:);
bcan4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('bariscan6.jpg'))),[30
bcan4=bcan4(:);
kv1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kivanc2.jpg'))),[30
kv1=kv1(:);
kv2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kivanc3.jpg'))),[30
kv2=kv2(:);
kv3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kivanc4.jpg'))),[30
kv3=kv3(:);
kv4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kivanc6.jpg'))),[30
kv4=kv4(:);
ka1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kadir2.jpg'))),[30
ka1=ka1(:);
ka2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kadir3.jpg'))),[30
ka2=ka2(:);
ka3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kadir4.jpg'))),[30
ka3=ka3(:);
ka4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('kadir5.jpg'))),[30
ka4=ka4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

mu1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('mustafa1.jpg'))),[30 30]));
mu1=mu1(:);
mu2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('mustafa2.jpg'))),[30 30]));
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mu2=mu2(:);
mu3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('mustafa3.jpg'))),[30 30]));
mu3=mu3(:);
mu4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('mustafa4.jpg'))),[30 30]));
mu4=mu4(:);
dh1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('dorukhan1.jpg'))),[30
dh1=dh1(:);
dh2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('dorukhan2.jpg'))),[30
dh2=dh2(:);
dh3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('dorukhan3.jpg'))),[30
dh3=dh3(:);
dh4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('dorukhan5.jpg'))),[30
dh4=dh4(:);
ali1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ali6.jpg'))),[30
ali1=ali1(:);
ali2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ali3.jpg'))),[30
ali2=ali2(:);
ali3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ali4.jpg'))),[30
ali3=ali3(:);
ali4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('ali5.jpg'))),[30
ali4=ali4(:);

30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

cgt1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cagatay2.jpg'))),[30
cgt1=cgt1(:);
cgt2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cagatay3.jpg'))),[30
cgt2=cgt2(:);
cgt3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cagatay4.jpg'))),[30
cgt3=cgt3(:);
cgt4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('cagatay6.jpg'))),[30
cgt4=cgt4(:);
tlt1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('talat1.jpg'))),[30
tlt1=tlt1(:);
tlt2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('talat2.jpg'))),[30
tlt2=tlt2(:);
tlt3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('talat3.jpg'))),[30
tlt3=tlt3(:);
tlt4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('talat4.jpg'))),[30
tlt4=tlt4(:);
eg1=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emreg1.jpg'))),[30
eg1=eg1(:);
eg2=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emreg2.jpg'))),[30
eg2=eg2(:);
eg3=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emreg3.jpg'))),[30
eg3=eg3(:);
eg4=double(imresize(histeq(rgb2gray(imread('emreg6.jpg'))),[30
eg4=eg4(:);

30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

30]));
30]));
30]));
30]));

inputs=[a1 b1 c1 s1 sl1 e1 h1 em1 y1 al1 o1 k1 be1 f1 m1 ya1 asa1 bcan1 kv1
ka1 mu1 dh1 ali1 cgt1 tlt1 eg1 a2 b2 c2 s2 sl2 e2 h2 em2 y2 al2 o2 k2 be2 f2
m2 ya2 asa2 bcan2 kv2 ka2 mu2 dh2 ali2 cgt2 tlt2 eg2 a3 b3 c3 s3 sl3 e3 h3
em3 y3 al3 o3 k3 be3 f3 m3 ya3 asa3 bcan3 kv3 ka3 mu3 dh3 ali3 cgt3 tlt3 eg3
a4 b4 c4 s4 sl4 e4 h4 em4 y4 al4 o4 k4 be4 f4 m4 ya4 asa4 bcan4 kv4 ka4 mu4
dh4 ali4 cgt4 tlt4 eg4 ];
num_per=size(inputs,2)/4;
targets=[eye(num_per) eye(num_per) eye(num_per) eye(num_per)];
%%
% Create a Pattern Recognition Network
hiddenLayerSize = 41;
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net = patternnet(hiddenLayerSize);
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing
net.trainParam.min_grad = 1e-17;
net.trainParam.goal = 1e-17;
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 100/100;
net.divideParam.valRatio = 0/100;
net.divideParam.testRatio = 0/100;
net.trainParam.epochs = 5000;
% Train the Network
[net,tr] = train(net,inputs,targets);
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APPENDIX 3
%% Start
vid = videoinput('winvideo',1,'RGB24_768x576');
set(vid,'FramesPerTrigger',1);
set(vid,'TriggerFrameDelay',1);
set(vid,'ReturnedColorspace','rgb');
start(vid)
pic = getdata(vid);
stop(vid)
fprintf('Image is acquired\n')
[x,y,z]=size(pic);
%% White Balance Correcting
rav=mean2(pic(:,:,1));
gav=mean2(pic(:,:,2));
bav=mean2(pic(:,:,3));
gavg=(rav+bav+gav)/3;
kr=gavg/rav;
kg=gavg/gav;
kb=gavg/bav;
picwb=pic;
picwb(:,:,1)=picwb(:,:,1)*kr;
picwb(:,:,2)=picwb(:,:,2)*kg;
picwb(:,:,3)=picwb(:,:,3)*kb;
fprintf('Detecting the skin\n')
res_orj=zeros(x,y);
res_wb=zeros(x,y);
for i=1:1:x
%% RGB skin detection on both corrected and original
image
for j=1:1:y
rgb=[pic(i,j,1),pic(i,j,2),pic(i,j,3)];
if rgb(1)>95 && rgb(2)>40 && rgb(3)>20 && (max(rgb)-min(rgb))>15 ...
&& abs(rgb(1)-rgb(2))>15 && rgb(1)>rgb(2) && rgb(1)>rgb(3)
res_orj(i,j)=1;
end
rgbwb=[picwb(i,j,1),picwb(i,j,2),picwb(i,j,3)];
if rgbwb(1)>95 && rgbwb(2)>40 && rgbwb(3)>20 && (max(rgbwb)min(rgbwb))>15 ...
&& abs(rgbwb(1)-rgbwb(2))>15 && rgbwb(1)>rgbwb(2) &&
rgbwb(1)>rgbwb(3)
res_wb(i,j)=1;
end
end
end
res=and(res_orj,res_wb);
res_clear=bwareaopen(res,100);
res_close=imclose(res_clear,strel('square',5));
[B,L] = bwboundaries(res_close,'noholes');
s = regionprops(L, 'all');
fprintf('Finding face candidates\n')
set(figure,'WindowStyle','docked');
imshow(pic,'InitialMagnification','fit')
hold on
num_of_face=0;
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for k=1:length(s)
area=[];
text(s(k).Centroid(1),s(k).Centroid(2),num2str(k),'FontWeight','bold','Color
','b','Fontsize',15);
ratio(k)=s(k).BoundingBox(1,3)/s(k).BoundingBox(1,4);
fillidity(k)=(s(k).FilledArea-s(k).Area)/s(k).FilledArea;
fillidity(k)=100*fillidity(k);
if

(ratio(k)>0.3) && (ratio(k)<1.5) && (fillidity(k)>0.5)
num_of_face=num_of_face+1;
rectangle('Position',s(k).BoundingBox,'EdgeColor','r');
c=s(k,1).ConvexHull(:,1);
r=s(k,1).ConvexHull(:,2);
mask = roipoly(pic,c,r);
fgray=immultiply(mask,res);
fbw=bwareaopen(fgray,50);
[Bf,Lf] = bwboundaries(fbw,'noholes');
sf = regionprops(Lf, 'BoundingBox','Area');
for ii=1:length(sf)
area(ii)=sf(ii).Area;
end
[~,max_area_ind]=max(area);
BB=sf(max_area_ind).BoundingBox;
BB(4)=BB(3)/0.78;
rectangle('Position',BB,'EdgeColor','g','LineWidth',2 );
eval(['faces.face' num2str(num_of_face) '= imcrop(picwb,BB);']);

end
end
hold off
%% Eyes - Mouth Finding
nof=1;
dnof=0;
for nof=1:num_of_face
fprintf('Finding eyes and mouth\n')
right_up_part=[];
left_up_part=[];
left_up_idx=[];
right_up_idx=[];
down_part_idx=[];
mouth_idx=[];
mouth_co=[];
right_eye_idx=[];
left_eye_idx=[];
eval(['face=faces.face' num2str(nof) ';']);
%
b=imfilter((face(:,:,1)),fspecial('log'));
d=imadjust(b);
e=imfilter(d,fspecial('average'));
f=uint8(255/max(e(:))*e*1);
g=im2bw(f,0.9*graythresh(f));
h=bwareaopen(g,50);
%
[Btri,Ltri] = bwboundaries(h,4,'noholes');
stri = regionprops(Ltri, 'Area','Centroid','BoundingBox');
j=h;
j(:,:,2)=h;
j(:,:,3)=h;
j=uint8(j*255);
set(figure,'WindowStyle','docked');
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imshow(imadd(face,j),'InitialMagnification','fit')
hold on
plot(size(face,2)/2,size(face,1)/2,'bo','MarkerSize',3,'LineWidth',2);
jr=1;
jl=1;
jd=1;
for i=1:length(Btri)
pos=stri(i).Centroid;
if size(face,1)/2>pos(2) && ...
% y coor.
pos(1)<0.81*(size(face,2)/2) && ... % x coor.
pos(1)>(size(face,2)/2-0.75*size(face,2)/2) && ... % x coor.
stri(i,1).Area>100 && ...
stri(i,1).BoundingBox(3)/stri(i,1).BoundingBox(4)<4 &&... %% eye
rectangle
stri(i,1).BoundingBox(3)/stri(i,1).BoundingBox(4)>1.2
right_up_part(jr)=(size(face,1)/2-pos(2));
right_up_idx(jr)=(i);
jr=jr+1;
end
if size(face,1)/2>pos(2) && ... % y coor.
pos(1)>size(face,2)/2+0.17*(size(face,2)/2) && ... % x coor.
pos(1)<(size(face,2)/2+0.75*size(face,2)/2) && ... % x coor.
stri(i,1).Area>100 && ...
stri(i,1).BoundingBox(3)/stri(i,1).BoundingBox(4)<4 &&...
stri(i,1).BoundingBox(3)/stri(i,1).BoundingBox(4)>1.2
left_up_part(jl)=(size(face,1)/2-pos(2));
left_up_idx(jl)=(i);
jl=jl+1;
end
if pos(2)> size(face,1)/2 && ...
pos(1)<(size(face,2)/2+0.75*size(face,2)/2) && ...
pos(1)>(size(face,2)/2-0.75*size(face,2)/2) && ...
stri(i,1).Area>50
down_part_idx(jd)=i;
jd=jd+1;
end
end % image is divided to right, left and down regions
if isempty(right_up_part)==0 && ...
isempty(left_up_part)==0 && ...
isempty(down_part_idx)==0
if length(right_up_part)>1 % right eye is chosen
[~,idx]=min(right_up_part);
right_eye_idx=right_up_idx(idx);
else
right_eye_idx=right_up_idx;
end

if length(left_up_part)>1 % left eye is chosen
[~,idx]=min(left_up_part);
left_eye_idx=left_up_idx(idx);
else
left_eye_idx=left_up_idx;
end

plot(Btri{right_eye_idx,1}(:,2),Btri{right_eye_idx,1}(:,1),'m','LineWidth',1
.7);
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plot(Btri{left_eye_idx,1}(:,2),Btri{left_eye_idx,1}(:,1),'m','LineWidth',1.7
);
r_eye_co=stri(right_eye_idx).Centroid;
l_eye_co=stri(left_eye_idx).Centroid;
eye_distance=sqrt((l_eye_co(1)-r_eye_co(1))^2+(l_eye_co(2)-r_eye_co(2))^2);
eye_mid(1)=r_eye_co(1)+(l_eye_co(1)-r_eye_co(1))/2;
eye_mid(2)=r_eye_co(2)+(l_eye_co(2)-r_eye_co(2))/2;
plot(eye_mid(1),eye_mid(2),'go','MarkerSize',3,'LineWidth',2);

for i=1:length(down_part_idx)
candidate_co=stri(down_part_idx(i)).Centroid;
r_dis=sqrt((candidate_co(1)-r_eye_co(1))^2+(candidate_co(2)r_eye_co(2))^2);
l_dis=sqrt((candidate_co(1)-l_eye_co(1))^2+(candidate_co(2)l_eye_co(2))^2);
mid_dis=sqrt((candidate_co(1)-eye_mid(1))^2+(candidate_co(2)eye_mid(2))^2);
mouth_check(1,i)=down_part_idx(i);
mouth_check(2,i)=abs(r_dis-l_dis);
mouth_check(3,i)=abs(eye_distance-mid_dis);
mouth_check(4,i)=0.25*eye_distance;
mouth_check(5,i)=mouth_check(2,i)+mouth_check(3,i);
end % mouth candidates are found
% check Isosceles Triangle possible parts
iso_cond=mouth_check(:,mouth_check(2,:)<mouth_check(4,:) & ...
mouth_check(3,:)<mouth_check(4,:));
[val,mouth_label]=min(iso_cond(5,:)); mouth_idx=(iso_cond(1,mouth_label)); %
mouth is found
if isempty(mouth_idx)==0 && mouth_idx<=length(stri)
mouth_co=stri(mouth_idx).Centroid;
plot(Btri{mouth_idx,1}(:,2),Btri{mouth_idx,1}(:,1),'m','LineWidth',1.7);
plot(r_eye_co(1),r_eye_co(2),'ro','MarkerSize',9,'LineWidth',3);
plot(l_eye_co(1),l_eye_co(2),'ro','MarkerSize',9,'LineWidth',3);
plot(mouth_co(1),mouth_co(2),'ro','MarkerSize',9,'LineWidth',3);
line([r_eye_co(1) l_eye_co(1)],[r_eye_co(2)
l_eye_co(2)],'LineWidth',2,'Color','r');
line([r_eye_co(1) mouth_co(1)],[r_eye_co(2)
mouth_co(2)],'LineWidth',2,'Color','r');
line([mouth_co(1) l_eye_co(1)],[mouth_co(2)
l_eye_co(2)],'LineWidth',2,'Color','r');
x_right_up=r_eye_co(1)-eye_distance/3;
y_right_up=r_eye_co(2)-eye_distance/3;
x_left_up=l_eye_co(1)+eye_distance/3;
y_left_up=l_eye_co(2)-eye_distance/3;
x_right_down=x_right_up;
y_right_down=mouth_co(2)+eye_distance/3;
x_left_down=l_eye_co(1)+eye_distance/3;
y_left_down=y_right_down;
y_up=min(y_right_up,y_left_up);
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BB=[x_right_up,y_up,(x_left_up-x_right_up),(y_left_down-y_up)]; %Face image
rectangle is found
plot(x_right_up,y_right_up,'bo','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',3)
plot(x_left_up,y_left_up,'co','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',3)
plot(x_left_down,y_left_down,'yo','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',3)
plot(x_right_down,y_right_down,'go','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',3)
rectangle('Position',BB);
detected_face=imcrop(face,BB);
dnof=dnof+1;
eval(['detected_faces.face' num2str(dnof) '=imcrop(face,BB);']);
orient(dnof)=atand((l_eye_co(2)-r_eye_co(2))/(l_eye_co(1)-r_eye_co(1)));
hold off
fprintf('Face validated\n')
set(figure,'WindowStyle','docked');
imshow(detected_face,'InitialMagnification','fit')
end
end
end
%% Recognition
load('D:\matlab\face recognition\database\net26p1.mat')
for j=1:dnof
fprintf('Trying to Recognize\n')
eval(['input=detected_faces.face' num2str(j) ';']);
dface=input;
input=histeq(rgb2gray(input));
input=imresize(input,[30 30]);
input=double(input);
input=input(:);
output=sim(net,input);
output=output*100;
[g,i]=max(output);
set(figure,'WindowStyle','docked');
imshow(dface,'InitialMagnification','fit')
hold on
if g>90
if i==1
fprintf(['She is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Ayça','\n'])
title('She is Ayça')
end
if i==2
fprintf(['He
title('He is
end
if i==3
fprintf(['He
title('He is
end
if i==4
fprintf(['He
title('He is
end

is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Barış','\n'])
Barış')
is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Cahit','\n'])
Cahit')
is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Semih','\n'])
Semih')
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if i==5
fprintf(['He
title('He is
end
if i==6
fprintf(['He
title('He is
end

is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Selçuk','\n'])
Selçuk')
is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Erkan','\n'])
Erkan')

if i==7
fprintf(['She is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Handan','\n'])
title('She is Handan')
end
if i==8
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Emre','\n'])
title('He is Emre')
end
if i==9
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent
Yıldırım','\n'])
title('He is Yıldırım')
end
if i==10
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Alkım','\n'])
title('He is Alkım')
end
if i==11
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Orçun','\n'])
title('He is Orçun')
end
if i==12
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Kaan','\n'])
title('He is Kaan')
end
if i==13
fprintf(['She is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Betül','\n'])
title('She is Betül')
end
if i==14
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Fırat','\n'])
title('He is Fırat')
end
if i==15
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Meriç','\n'])
title('He is Meriç')
end
if i==16
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Yahya','\n'])
title('He is Yahya')
end
if i==17
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Asa','\n'])
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title('He is Asa')
end
if i==18
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent
Barışcan','\n'])
title('He is Barışcan')
end
if i==19
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Kıvanç','\n'])
title('He is Kıvanç')
end
if i==20
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Kadir','\n'])
title('He is Kadir')
end
if i==21
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Mustafa','\n'])
title('He is Mustafa')
end
if i==22
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent
Dorukhan','\n'])
title('He is Dorukhan')
end
if i==23
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Ali','\n'])
title('He is Ali')
end
if i==24
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Çağatay','\n'])
title('He is Çağatay')
end
if i==25
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Talat','\n'])
title('He is Talat')
end
if i==26
fprintf(['He is ',num2str(max(output)),' percent Emre
Güner','\n'])
title('He is Emre Güner')
end
else
fprintf('Person is not recognized\n')
title('Person is not recognized')
end
end
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